Temporal matching of occurrence localities and forest cover data helps improve range estimates and predict climate change vulnerabilities
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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

Improved quantification of species’ ranges is needed to provide more accurate estimates of extinction risks for conservation planning. Highland tropical biodiversity may be particularly vulnerable to the anthropogenic changes in land cover and climate and is subject to overestimation of geographic range size in IUCN assessments. Here, we demonstrate a novel and practical approach for quantifying inferred range reductions based upon temporal matching of recent species occurrence localities and vegetation data. As an illustration pertinent to montane forest-associated species with limited distribution data, we use Gymnurumys roberti, an endemic Malagasy rodent with a Least Concern conservation status. We then determined deforestation tolerance thresholds for the species by temporally matching recent occurrence localities with percent forest cover values from MODIS forest cover layers. Finally, we applied these thresholds in postprocessing SDM-based range estimates. These estimates demonstrate that the lack of sufficient forest cover substantially reduces the species’ current estimated range compared with the IUCN range map. Projections to 2050 suggest that there will be a loss of climatic suitability over three quarters of the currently suitable habitat along with increased fragmentation, highlighting the need to include climate change vulnerability assessments as an integral part of conservation planning. Broader application of SDMs could assist practitioners at various stages of conservation planning, stressing the need for improved accessibility of methodologically complex SDM approaches.
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1. Introduction

Global biodiversity is rapidly declining due to anthropogenic habitat disturbances exacerbated by ongoing climate change (Urban, 2015; Johnson et al., 2017). These declines are especially pronounced in biodiversity hotspots, where assemblages of high species richness and endemism suffer significant habitat loss due to land cover change (Myers et al., 2000). Many of these hotspots are found in tropical montane regions (Jenkins et al., 2013), and highland tropical biodiversity may be particularly susceptible to the threat of habitat loss compounded by climate change (La Sorte and Jetz, 2010). While montane topography presents opportunities for upslope range shifts as species track their climatic niches, many taxa with low dispersal abilities, narrow elevational ranges or little upslope space to occupy are expected to face increased extirpation risks (McCain and Colwell, 2011). The potential for range shifts is further restricted by natural fragmentation of montane landscapes due to environmental heterogeneity and topographic barriers. Such natural fragmentation is further exacerbated by anthropogenic disturbances, such as deforestation. In a climate-change context, low connectivity makes isolated areas of suitable habitat unavailable for colonization even if they become larger or more suitable.

Therefore, worldwide, but especially in tropical montane regions, there is considerable need to address biodiversity declines. The situation also calls for implementation of effective conservation strategies that account for uncertainty due to changing environmental conditions (Hannah et al., 2007; Araújo et al., 2011). Decisions regarding land use and sustainable management of species’ habitats are a crucial component of conservation efforts, and actions to prioritize areas for protection are often based on species-specific and systematic conservation assessments (Rodrigues, 2011). Globally, the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) uses such assessments to classify species based on levels of extinction threat according to several criteria related to the range size and quality of habitat, as well as population size and structure (IUCN, 2012). IUCN recognizes three threatened categories (Critically Endangered, Endangered, and Vulnerable) and two non-threatened categories (Near Threatened and Least Concern, or LC). Species with insufficient information for an assessment are assigned a data-deficient category, which includes many poorly known small mammals. However, an assessment does not have to include all IUCN criteria. For taxa without sufficient population data – which is often the case for tropical species, ranging from plants to both invertebrates and vertebrates – knowledge about available habitat can be used to assess conservation status based on criterion B (geographic range size). IUCN protocols for criterion B provide thresholds that must be met for various risk categories based on either Extent of Occurrence (EOO; area of the polygon around known occurrence localities) or Area of Occupancy (AOO; area occupied by the species).

While the IUCN criteria were designed to address threats for a broad range of taxa objectively, revisions and improved approaches are continually proposed. These include ways to evaluate risks based on remaining area of habitat (AOH) as an estimate of the upper bounds of AOO (Ocampo-Peñuela et al., 2016; Brooks et al., 2019). After the generalized IUCN geographic range maps (usually drawn in a coarse manner based on comments from experts) are revised with species’ elevational limits, habitat associations, and land cover data, ample studies demonstrate that many species are at a greater extinction risk than their current conservation status suggests (Harris and Pimm, 2008; Beresford et al., 2011; Li et al., 2016; Ocampo-Peñuela et al., 2016). Overestimation of geographic range sizes is particularly prevalent in montane regions (Harris and Pimm, 2008), where many endemic species already have naturally limited and fragmented ranges. Furthermore, even protected areas that harbor suitable habitat within realistically refined species’ ranges may become less adequate in the future, as species shift in elevation in response to altered environmental conditions (Hannah et al., 2007; Araújo et al., 2011; Alagador et al., 2014). Although simulations show that the IUCN system of risk assessment is adequate under climate change with regularly updated species evaluations, the warning time to extinction after the initial listing of a species in a threatened category is substantially shorter when assessments are made using a single risk criterion (Stanton et al., 2015). Thus, the situation for species with limited data, where by necessity assessments are generally based on a single criterion (geographic range size), may leave a narrower temporal window for conservation action. This creates a potential for rapid deterioration of IUCN risk category with subsequent reassessments, leading to the need for approaches that harness recent environmental data to facilitate frequent assessments for such species.

1.1. Approaches to estimating range size

Although accurate estimates of species distributions are essential for conservation planning to be effective, various obstacles have limited the production of realistic estimates of current and future ranges. Improved access to biodiversity data (i.e., species occurrences) as well as environmental variables (i.e., climate, land cover, soils) has fueled a proliferation of species distribution-based conservation studies ranging from the investigation of individual species’ risks to identification of regional and global conservation priority areas (Anderson and Martínez-Meyer, 2004; Jenkins et al., 2013; Li et al., 2016; Gerstner et al., 2018). Common methodologies for estimating species’ distributions often rely on expert range maps or correlative modeling of species’ environmental associations, which provide geographic estimates of the areas suitable for the taxa at hand. Generalized range maps are informed by expert knowledge about species’ occurrences and habitat associations, but they often overestimate the true geographic range and may not be available for data-poor or rare species (Hurlbert and Jetz, 2007; Peterson et al., 2016; Pimm et al., 2017). They can be used to estimate upper bounds of EOO and AOO but still rely on expert knowledge regarding coarse habitat associations. In contrast, correlative species distribution models (SDMs) infer species’ environmental associations from species occurrence data and environmental conditions at those localities; the range predictions that such models provide are also typically overestimates, especially given that they are usually based only on long-term environmental data (especially
regarding climate; Peterson et al., 2011). SDM projections can estimate suitable areas and thus provide range predictions for species that lack range maps, but they require careful consideration of model assumptions (Araújo and Peterson, 2012; Yackulic et al., 2013); modeling algorithm selection (Elith et al., 2006, 2010); model parameters, evaluation, and selection (Warren et al., 2014; Galante et al., 2018); sampling bias (Anderson and Raza, 2010; Boria et al., 2014; Warren et al., 2014); biotic interactions (Kass et al., 2021); and other important issues (Araújo et al., 2019). Both the range map and the SDM approaches would benefit from consideration of various kinds of current land cover data, with species’ tolerances informed using recent occurrence data. However, vegetational data seldom are used as predictor variables in SDMs, because the vast proportion of available occurrence records typically come from museum collections predating remotely sensed data.

To help fill this void, we propose a simple, practical data-driven way to use recent occurrence localities and land cover information to improve estimates of species’ current distributions, applicable for post-processing of range estimates from either expert range maps or SDM predictions. We provide a worked example pertinent to conservation of species with limited data currently deemed non-threatened in a time of global change (Fig. 1), using an endemic montane Malagasy rodent species, Gymnuromys roberti, categorized as Least Concern. In doing so, we do not intend for the results to be used in guiding conservation applications for this species per se (e.g., by following all recommendations in Araújo et al., 2019; IUCN, 2019); rather, we aim to provide an intuitive demonstration of a general methodology applicable to enhancing the process of IUCN risk assessment using the criterion of geographic range size. We first estimate climatic suitability in the SDM framework to benefit from its applicability to forecast shifts in species distributions due to climate change (Anderson, 2013). We then use recent occurrence locality data and remotely sensed landcover data to elucidate the species’ vegetation tolerances; specifically, we employ a novel yet simple approach of temporally matching recent occurrence localities to forest cover information (although any relevant variable reflecting vegetation could be used). Next, we use the resulting estimate of vegetational tolerances to postprocess the SDM output, yielding an estimate of the species’ current range. Finally, we quantify the areal extent of that prediction and consider maps of current protected areas (PAs) as an example of how such information can be used to analyze the adequacy of present IUCN listings and current conservation strategies.

![Flowchart illustrating the methodology used, including the proposed use of temporal matching of recent occurrence records and remotely sensed land cover information to determine habitat associations (here, a deforestation tolerance threshold for Gymnuromys roberti).](image-url)
2. Methods

2.1. Study system

To demonstrate the utility of the proposed approach for montane tropical species in regions of conservation concern, we focus on Madagascar, a biodiversity hotspot with high levels of biodiversity and endemism for which the future existence of numerous plant and animal species is threatened by rapid deforestation (Myers et al., 2000; Jenkins et al., 2013; Goodman et al., 2018). Over 90% of the Malagasy biota is unique to the island, with many taxonomic groups experiencing a considerable increase in diversity estimates in recent years due to ongoing biological survey efforts and concerted taxonomic research (Goodman and Benstead, 2005; Goodman et al., 2018). However, anthropogenic land uses such as mining, illegal logging, and slash-and-burn agriculture have severely reduced and fragmented the island’s natural forests (Harper et al., 2007; Styger et al., 2007, Vieilledent et al., 2018), making the prioritization of conservation efforts critical. Moreover, Madagascar has a high concentration of endemic mammals with naturally small ranges, many of which are currently listed as non-threatened by IUCN (Jenkins et al., 2013). Although current range sizes may not place a species in a threatened IUCN category, future reduction in range size due to habitat loss and climate change may put portions of the Malagasy biota at risk of higher extinction rates in the next decades. These aspects make Madagascar an area where SDM-based prognoses of future risk can advance conservation planning. The PA coverage in Madagascar has expanded rapidly in recent years (Gardner et al., 2018; Goodman et al., 2018), with the design of the PA network informed by systematic conservation assessments based on SDMs for multiple species across several taxonomic groups (Kremen et al., 2008; Guisan et al., 2013). The island’s current PA system includes both strict (IUCN categories I, II and IV) and multiple-use (IUCN categories III, V and VI) PAs where extractive resource use is legally allowed (Goodman et al., 2018); the network continues expanding with newly proposed sites as well as temporary PAs with mining moratoriums seeking permanent PA status (Gardner et al., 2018). The near future is likely to present a test of robustness of the island’s PA system to the combined effects of changes in land cover and climate, which are projected to cause shifts in biodiversity patterns across the island, particularly in the vulnerable Central Highlands and eastern moist evergreen forest ecoregions (La Sorte and Jetz, 2010; Brown et al., 2015).

2.2. Study species

We implement the proposed methodology with Gymnuromys roberti, as an example pertinent to other species currently considered non-threatened, and, hence, overlooked in conservation planning despite potential vulnerability to several risk factors. This monospecific genus belonging to the Malagasy endemic rodent subfamily Nesomyinae is broadly distributed in medium altitude moist evergreen forest in the eastern and northern portions of the island (500–1625 m elevation; Goodman et al., 2013). Few details are known about its natural history and ecology, but it is forest-dwelling and infrequently captured during small mammal inventories as compared to most other genera of nesomyine rodents (Carleton and Goodman, 2003; Soarimalala and Goodman, 2011). Gymnuromys roberti has been trapped at a few sites with secondary native forest and introduced tree species, including eucalyptus plantations; hence, it seems tolerant to certain levels of habitat disturbance and deforestation (Carleton and Goodman, 2003). Due to its broad geographic range and presence within several PAs, the species is currently categorized as LC by the IUCN (Kennerley, 2016). However, the moist evergreen forest inhabited by the rodent is fragmented and under the influence of continued deforestation despite the establishment of several PAs (Grinand et al., 2013).

2.3. Occurrence data

Occurrence data for G. roberti were compiled from museum records (48 unique localities; Table S1), most based on fieldwork over the past three decades and used to derive the range map in Goodman et al. (2013). To alleviate the effects of sampling bias typical of such datasets, we spatially thinned the locality dataset using the R package spThin (Aiello-Lammens et al., 2015) with a thinning distance of 10 km following a previous study on a widespread montane small mammal species in moist evergreen forest in Madagascar (Boria et al., 2014).

2.4. Environmental data

For the current and future environmental data, we used 19 bioclimatic variables from worldclim.org (30° resolution; Hijmans et al., 2005). Georeferencing of localities without GPS coordinates (specifically, the older ones) is unlikely to be accurate enough for association with finer grains. Little is known regarding the natural history of G. roberti, but these variables represent ecologically plausible limiting factors for the species and have been used successfully to predict ranges of other small mammals in the region (Boria et al., 2014, 2017). Under the classifications of Austin (2002), they plausibly represent direct variables that affect organisms physiologically but are not consumed by them, although we note that they would be distal (only linked to the proximal ones that determine the species’ physiological response; see also Austin and Van Niel, 2011; Anderson, 2013). However, as is common for so many tropical species, limited knowledge about the natural history of G. roberti limits efforts to pinpoint the particular variables most relevant for these models. Fortunately, the use of regularization by Maxent (see below) facilitates a machine-learning selection among ecologically plausible predictor variables. The future environmental data were the climatic estimates used in the fifth assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2013). We
used climatic estimates based on two General Circulation Models (GCMs) for two Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) for the year 2050. Uncertainties introduced by different GCMs and RCPs result in variation in the geographic predictions from SDMs, and considering several GCMs and RCPs has been suggested to encompass the breadth of future climatic suitability (Goberville et al., 2015). In this study, we used two GCMs (MIROC5 and CCSM4) and selected two emission scenarios (high emission RCP 8.5 and medium-range emission RCP 6.0) expected to produce higher risk for the species and thus lead to greater conservation concern, hence representing an upper bound of the uncertainty regarding emissions.

2.5. Study region

For model calibration, we delineated a custom study region to exclude peripheral geographic areas with no known occurrence records of G. roberti, possibly unoccupied due to dispersal barriers or biotic interactions, or occupied but insufficiently sampled (Peterson et al., 2011). The extent of the study region is known to affect SDM predictions and should be selected to reflect environmental conditions available through dispersal (Anderson and Raza, 2010; Barve et al., 2011; Barbet-Massin et al., 2012). As the few known occurrences of the species are broadly distributed in a relatively narrow strip within an environmentally heterogenous montane region, we restricted the background (randomly selected 10,000 points) by creating a circular 0.7° buffer around each locality of the spatially thinned occurrence dataset.

2.6. Modeling

We made a prediction of suitability as a vehicle for illustrating the relevance of our data-driven post-processing. In building this SDM, postprocessing it, and examining its projections into the future, we minimized some sources of uncertainty (e.g., by using highly vetted occurrence data) and addressed variation associated with other issues particularly relevant to understanding the use of the postprocessing approach. For studies intended for biodiversity assessments, we suggest a fuller characterization of the effects that decisions made regarding modeling methods may have on the variation in the final suitability predictions (for example, via consideration of additional algorithms; Araújo et al., 2019). Here, we followed SDM practices suitable for a species with few occurrence records that allow for characterizing variation in model predictions and estimating optimal model complexity (see below for additional consideration of uncertainty related to deforestation tolerance thresholds, GCMs, and RCPs). We built SDMs and tuned their settings using Maxent 3.3.3k, a high-performing algorithm that predicts environmental suitability for a species by comparing environmental data values at occurrence localities with those sampled from the background of the study region (Elith et al., 2006; Phillips et al., 2006). Because Maxent models vary substantially according to the settings employed regarding feature classes and regularization multipliers (Merow et al., 2013; Radosavljevic and Anderson, 2014), we explored inter-model variation and estimated optimal model complexity with a tuning exercise using the R package ENMeval (Muscarella et al., 2014). This resulted in 32 candidate models spanning a wide range of complexities and evaluating their performance on withheld data using an n = 1 jackknife approach (Pearson et al., 2007; Shcheglovitova and Anderson, 2013). We selected the optimal model settings using sequential criteria of lowest average test omission rate based on the minimum training presence threshold (greater predictive ability) followed by highest test AUC (greater discriminatory ability) and used these settings to generate the final suitability prediction (Shcheglovitova and Anderson, 2013).

2.7. Spatial projections

To estimate which areas were climatically suitable for the species, we projected the optimal model onto geographic space using current and future climatic variables over the entire island. This yielded one current and four future suitability maps, which we then converted to binary predictions using the minimum training presence threshold (to indicate suitable vs. unsuitable areas). We stacked the four predictions of future suitability (RCP6.0-CCSM4, RCP6.0-MIROC5, RCP8.5-CCSM4, RCP8.5-MIROC5) to estimate variability in geographic predictions. The areas that were predicted as suitable by all four future climate scenarios constituted the most conservative consensus estimate.

2.8. Forest cover

We then processed both present and future abiotic suitability predictions using forest cover data to account for the species’ habitat associations. To examine the quality of habitat associated with G. roberti, we used MODIS Vegetation Continuous Fields (VCF) for the years 2000–2010 at a 250 m spatial resolution – relatively coarse for land cover datasets (DiMiceli et al., 2011). MODIS VCF datasets provide estimates for heterogeneous land cover (tree cover, non-tree cover, non-vegetated), with a percent forest cover value assigned to each cell. We extracted percent forest cover values at each of the most recent occurrence localities (collected in the years 2000–2010) with high quality georeferences (GPS coordinates; n = 32; Table S1), using the respective forest cover layers matched to the year of specimen collection. Such temporal matching allowed us to characterize the amount of forest remaining in the respective grid cell when the species was collected.

We then used these percent forest cover values to define a ‘deforestation tolerance threshold’ (DTT). Categorizing ‘forest’ is difficult, because definitions are often based on arbitrary percent tree cover thresholds; this leads to discrepancies in geographic estimates of forest cover, especially in tropical biomes with intermediate forest cover such as Madagascar (Sexton et al., 2016). In such situations, use of a forest cover dataset at a coarser grain is more informative than finer-grain data, as it allows to better
describe the overall local conditions and evaluate habitat associations. For example, capture of a specimen traversing a 30 by 30 m pixel lacking tree cover may be falsely interpreted as a species’ ability to persist in such conditions, whereas a tree cover value from a 250 by 250 m pixel would be more representative of the forest quality in the vicinity of the specimen’s capture, reflective of what the animal experiences throughout its home range. Here, rather than applying one of the standard forest cover criteria (> 10%, from > 10% to > 30%, or > 60%), we implemented a species-specific approach to define the minimum DTT as the lowest percent forest cover value at known occurrence localities. However, from occurrence data alone we could not rule out a possibility that some specimens may have been collected in areas of recent deforestation, where the species had not yet reached equilibrium with the modified environment, i.e., sink populations doomed to extirpation (Grainger, 1999). Additional uncertainty was introduced by the use of a relatively coarse MODIS dataset with limited knowledge about the natural history of the species (i.e., unknown individual home range size vs. grain of the environmental data). Recognizing these concerns, we also identified a second, more conservative threshold expected to encompass higher quality habitat with less disturbance. We did so by removing data points presumed to be outliers, which corresponded to the 10% of localities with the lowest forest cover values.

To estimate the extent of available habitat, we then masked the most recent MODIS forest cover layer (thresholded by the minimum and conservative DTTs, respectively), by each of the binary SDM predictions. First, we applied the minimum and the conservative DTTs to the most recent (2010) MODIS layer to produce two binary maps, each of which we then masked by a binary SDM prediction corresponding to present climatic conditions. We compared the two DTT-informed estimates of presently available habitat with the IUCN range map by stacking the layers and calculating overlap. Then, for future habitat estimates, we used SDM predictions for 2050 to mask the 2010 forest cover layer thresholded by the conservative DTT only. This latter processing assumes static forest cover (no loss or gain of forest cover between 2010 and 2050). We calculated range areas under different forest cover thresholds at present and in the future from the resulting maps, yielding estimates analogous to AOH but derived from data-driven approaches (SDM postprocessed using DTT). However, as both AOH and our quantifications represent estimates of the upper bound of Area of Occupancy (AOO; Kass et al., 2021), we compared our results to IUCN’s cutoffs for that measure (although note that for strict comparison AOO values should normally be calculated on a 2 × 2 km grid). We then conducted an analysis of PA coverage using maps of established PAs as of 2018 (UNEP-WCMC) to quantify how much of the species’ predicted range is within the national PA system and to determine if areas of primary concern for the species are adequately targeted by conservation strategies.

3. Results

3.1. Current climatic suitability

The estimated climatically suitable area for *G. roberti* extended from north to south along the eastern portion of the island in a fragmented band of variable width (model H-1.5 in Table S2; Fig. S1). Several extensive environmentally suitable areas tapered to corridors constricted by unsuitable conditions, with a narrow disjunction between the northern and central parts of the prediction. Notably, the area immediately to the north of the disjunction, within the Mandritsara and Andilamena districts, was predicted as suitable but did not have any known occurrence records for the species, likely due to the lack of biological inventories in these zones (Goodman et al., 2013, Fig. 1).

3.2. Forest cover

We determined two moderately different forest-cover thresholds that considerably restricted the climatic suitability estimate, resulting in an estimate of habitat extent similar to that of the IUCN range map (Fig. S2). The minimum DTT corresponded to 18% forest cover and the conservative DTT to 40% forest cover. Removal of areas lacking the necessary forest cover exacerbated the natural fragmentation observed in the SDM prediction. Application of the minimum DTT showed that slightly more than half of the SDM-predicted range (55%) had enough forest cover to support the species (Fig. 2). However, the conservative DTT indicated that forested areas with lower levels of disturbance constituted a substantially smaller area (39% of the SDM prediction). Masking this latter projection by PA boundaries demonstrated that only 19% of the SDM prediction was sufficiently forested and presently protected (Figs. 2-3). The IUCN range map (a smooth continuous polygon) was in good agreement with the outline of the SDM prediction masked by either of the two DTTs (Fig. S2). However, the range map did not reflect the fragmentation of suitable habitat along the edges and the northern and southern portions of the range, resulting in a greater range estimate than our analyses. With the minimum DTT threshold, only 64% of the IUCN range map was predicted as suitable, decreasing to 47% with the conservative DTT. Moreover, the range map excluded a substantial area in the north predicted as suitable by the masked SDM (Bemanevika, Mahimborondo, and Tsaratanaña PAs; PAs 1–3 in Fig. 3), albeit without known occurrence records (specifically, 18% and 16% of the forested SDM range prediction was outside the IUCN range map boundaries with the minimum and the conservative DTTs, respectively).

3.3. Future suitability

SDM predictions for 2050 varied moderately among the four future projections and were affected by both GCM and RCP choice (Figs. 2, S3, S4). Projections based on RCP 8.5 predicted a greater decrease in climatically suitable area than those based
Fig. 2. Areal estimates (km²) of present and future (year 2050) climatic suitability, forest cover, and protection status for *Gymnuromys roberti* on Madagascar. Estimates were calculated under the minimum deforestation tolerance threshold (min DTT, 18% forest cover; bottom panel) and the conservative DTT (40% forest cover; top panel). Future projections estimate suitability under four models of projected climate in 2050. Areas predicted as suitable by all four future estimates constitute the consensus estimate.
Fig. 3. Level of habitat protection for Gymnuromys roberti on Madagascar at present (left panel) and in 2050 (right panel). Areas shown in green are estimated to be suitable climatically (currently, left; consensus estimate for 2050, right) and are forested above the conservative deforestation tolerance threshold (conservative DTT; 40%; MODIS forest cover layer from 2010). Polygons show existing protected areas (PAs). Northern (inset A), southern (inset C) and middle (inset B) parts of the range are shown in greater detail with some of the PAs labeled as follows: 1 - Bemanevika; 2 - Mahimborondro; 3 – Tsaratanana; 4 – Ambohimirahavavy; 5 – Makira; 6 – Marotandrano; 7 – Ambatoaky; 8 – Ambositra-Vondrozo. Stars denote extensive tracts of presently suitable habitat outside of PA borders. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
on RCP 6.0. Similarly, estimates based on MIROC5 were more restrictive than those from CCSM4. Despite the variability in areal estimates, all future predictions forecast smaller range areas than those based on present climate, and those areas were further restricted by forest cover. SDM predictions for 2050 ranged from 42% (RCP6.0-CCSM4) to 26% (RCP8.5-MIROC5) of the present SDM prediction (Fig. 2). The consensus estimate, encompassing areas suitable according to all four future SDM predictions, constituted only 24% of the present SDM estimate, and less than half of this consensus estimate was forested above the conservative DTT (9800 km²). This estimate exceeded the IUCN criterion B (area of occupancy less than 2000 km²) for the Vulnerable extinction risk category both at present and in the year 2050. While this currently widespread species would remain in LC category at present by the upper-bound estimates produced by our approach, the future estimates suggest that it is likely to qualify for a Near Threatened listing by 2050.

3.4. PA coverage

Our assessment of the protection status of the species’ habitat showed that large areas with high climatic suitability and adequate forest cover were encompassed by Madagascar’s PA system for both the current and future predictions (Figs. 2–3). Current PAs covered nearly two thirds of the forested consensus estimate for 2050 (6000 km² out of 9700 km²). The PA network in the north (PAs 1–5; Fig. 3) covered most of the sufficiently forested consensus prediction for 2050 in that region, although G. roberti has not been recorded in several of those PAs and in certain cases no small mammal inventories have been conducted there. Importantly, we identified large tracts of suitable habitat predicted to remain climatically suitable in the future that currently lack protection (indicated by stars in inserts B and C in Fig. 3). We also found several PAs as well as suitable unprotected areas that could lose all climatic suitability by 2050 (PAs 5–7 and 9, starred area in insert A; Fig. 3).

4. Discussion

This study is an example of a simple data-driven analysis that can be used to estimate extinction risk and gauge the robustness of conservation planning for species that may be particularly vulnerable to land use change and climate change, such as tropical montane biota. The extent of suitable remaining habitat derived from combined SDM-DTT approach was similar to the IUCN range map, albeit with several discrepancies that would require additional field work to determine if the species is present in the areas of disagreement. We demonstrate that a carefully built SDM with data-driven postprocessing to consider land cover is a valuable resource that can be used instead of, or in concert with, expert-driven range maps to inform conservation efforts. Additionally, the SDMs allowed explicit estimation of future risks. The magnitude of the projected decrease in the extent of habitat along with an increase in fragmentation within the next three decades is an alarming forecast, especially because such vulnerability to climate change may be overlooked in species listed as LC. This study underscores the need to include climate change vulnerability assessments, such as this distributional trend prognosis, as a routine step of formal IUCN assessments to better mediate the effects of climate change for species with a projected decrease in habitat suitability (Foden et al., 2019).

4.1. Current suitability

Qualitative analysis of the present abiotic SDM-based prediction identified several large, contiguous areas of high suitability, some of which were severely reduced when we applied the two forest cover thresholds. Natural fragmentation compounded by deforestation led to substantial breaks in habitat connectivity. On the basis of available data, the current range of G. roberti holds several large but nearly disjunct tracts of suitable habitat connected only by narrow corridors, suggesting the existence of isolated populations (Goodman et al., 2013). Additional sampling in suitable areas that currently lack occurrence records is almost certain to uncover yet unknown G. roberti populations. As a complement to the SDM approach, genetic analyses are needed to characterize the phylogeographic relationships and discover any genetic differentiation among populations of this widely distributed species, as has been documented in another genus of nesomyine rodent (Jansa et al., 2008). If disjunct localized populations in distinct montane regions are sufficiently differentiated, G. roberti as currently recognized may actually be a complex of several species or subspecies that merit individual conservation consideration. If that is indeed the case, the ranges of constituent entities would be much smaller than the estimates presented here, leading to higher levels of risk and perhaps a vastly different conservation status.

4.2. Future suitability

The analysis of future abiotic suitability based on scenarios of short-term climate change revealed that habitat loss due to current deforestation would likely be exacerbated in the future. This highlights the relevance of both a carefully applied SDM approach (allowing model transfer across time) and the DTT methodology for improving IUCN assessments of species’ risks, especially in data limited cases based on range size estimation alone. All four future projections predicted a substantial decrease in the extent of suitable areas, especially in the northern and southern parts of the range. Even with the optimistic assumption that forest cover remains static over the next few decades, the predicted decrease in suitable habitat could cause further isolation of populations. The consensus estimate (where all four projections agree) combined with the conservative DTT forecasted a severe areal reduction and complete separation of three large habitat fragments due to climate change alone.
Population-level models that consider individual dispersal ability as well as spatial metrics of remaining habitat fragments are needed to determine if such fragmentation is likely to restrict gene flow and lead to local extirpations (Schnell et al., 2013a). Risk assessments derived from such quantitative analyses of fragmentation have demonstrated that currently assigned IUCN categories often underestimate the true extinction risks of species (Schnell et al., 2013b). Similar analyses are necessary to determine if climate change-driven increases in habitat fragmentation in conjunction with the projected decrease in range size are severe enough to qualify *G. roberti* for the Near Threatened or Vulnerable category in the near future. Deteriorating habitat, increased fragmentation, and a decrease in the number of occupied locations are all factors that contribute to extinction risk and are considered in IUCN assessments. Although the forested portion of the consensus estimate for 2050 was greater than the AOO for the Vulnerable IUCN category, it comprised less than a quarter of the current range. Moreover, we reiterate that these areal calculations should be interpreted as somewhat larger bounds of AOO; they likely overestimate it, for example because they were based on land cover data at a relatively coarse grain and included many small disjunct areas of suitable habitat unlikely to be occupied by the species. Considering the additional unrealistically optimistic assumption of no forest loss after 2010 (the most recent available MODIS layer), the rapid projected range reduction was a disconcerting sign of climate change vulnerability for a species in the LC category.

### 4.3. Forest cover and conservation actions

Our analysis of forest cover requirements from relatively coarse remotely sensed data was an informative tool for a species with sparse insights into its natural history. With limited information about preferred microhabitat and vegetation, or individual home range size, data on forest cover at a scale somewhat coarse for a small non-volant mammal might nonetheless reveal more about the habitat tolerances than higher-resolution datasets (Sexton et al., 2016). By using two different thresholds, we were able to capture some of the uncertainty regarding its deforestation tolerance. The relatively low minimum forest cover threshold of 18% signified that the species was found in sparsely forested areas, which correspond to higher levels of disturbance and deforestation. This may be indicative of tolerance to habitat modification, which is consistent with some available information on *G. roberti* (Carleton and Goodman, 2003). Exercising caution when inferring disturbance tolerance from few data points, the more conservative 40% DTT identified presumably more “pristine habitat” as recommended for conservation by the latest assessment (Kennerley, 2016). The places considered sufficient by the conservative threshold but not the more permissive one could be targeted for habitat restoration efforts, especially in key corridor areas to improve connectivity among habitat fragments (Rudnick et al., 2012). Additionally, the relatively high tolerance to disturbance suggested by our analyses may signify that *G. roberti* can fare well in mixed-use PAs, where some resource extraction is allowed.

The analysis of habitat protection for *G. roberti* emphasized the need to account for future climate change in current conservation planning. Despite the projected reduction in the extent of suitable habitat, including the potential loss of suitability in several PAs, we found *G. roberti* to be adequately protected by Madagascar’s current PA system, with future preservation of the species’ habitat dependent on the efficiency of these PAs at halting further deforestation. This presents a formidable challenge, as rapid recent PA system expansion outpaced increases in funding availability, community engagement, and enforcement efficiency (Gardner et al., 2018). Many PAs remain “paper parks” that lack management, while ecosystem degradation is expected to continue in mixed-use PAs if natural resource harvesting exceeds ecologically sustainable levels. However, even highly efficient PA systems have to account for the challenges presented by climate change, and several studies have investigated the adequacy of the IUCN Red List criteria for providing enough warning time for conservation efforts (Thomas et al., 2011; Hannah, 2012; Stanton et al., 2015). Worrisome loss of climatic suitability within existing PA boundaries has supported proposals for dynamic PA systems where underperforming reserves are replaced by new ones to reflect changing conservation priorities (Fuller et al., 2010; Alagador et al., 2014). In this study, we combined two forest cover thresholds with multi-RCP and multi-GCM estimates of climate not only to identify areas of high priority, but also to explicitly address uncertainties associated with forecasting species distributions under climate change. The results provide a better understanding of the environmental challenges that might threaten the existence of poorly known tropical montane mammals, and similar methodologies could be used to estimate the efficiency of conservation planning for other species that are not well characterized.

Although forecasts of trends in habitat suitability and identification of key areas for protection have clear implications for conservation, the promise of studies such as this one for practice-oriented conservation planning has limitations that can be ameliorated by software development and increased capacity building. Besides the well-documented gap between conservation assessments and their implementation (Knight et al., 2006), to date the practical contribution of SDM-based approaches to decision-making processes such as reserve selection is not clear (Cayuela et al., 2009; Guisan et al., 2013). Keeping up with the recent proliferation of cutting-edge methodological advancements in the SDM field (Araújo et al., 2019) requires programming and modeling skills, unfortunately making this tool inaccessible to many conservation practitioners. Effective dissemination of methodological techniques for use by a broader audience is crucial for successful translation of conservation assessments to on-the-ground action. Platforms that provide access to advanced modeling techniques to users of varying backgrounds, from modelers to non-specialists, are necessary to bridge this gap (Kass et al., 2018). Greater accessibility of SDM methodologies to practitioners at different stages of conservation planning also invites multiple perspectives from different fields, hopefully leading to more effective execution of suggested conservation actions. Broader application of this tool and estimates that can be derived from it – like in the worked example here – is critical to the design of conservation practices aimed to minimize the negative effects of land use change and climate change on biodiversity.
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